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the current version of this textbook has ended in march. if you want a new textbook, you can only
recommend the following, though so-matome was good enough to teach you a good amount of
kanji and grammar. the number of new words per lesson is not as important in other textbooks,
and you will find a few more sentences that are not in the so-matome books. if you want a more

dedicated textbook, i recommend that you check zhaos textbook. but, it is ok to study with the so-
matome as well. i think that the so-matome is well structured and has good content. for example,
the part where you learn expressions likely to appear in this or that place/situation is a good idea,

but you wont learn enough vocabulary and expressions in my opinion. if you study with this
textbook only, i think that you will be surprised by the actual jlpttest when you take it. you will find

it much harder than anything you have learned in so-matome. if you want to study with this
textbook, i recommend that you also listen to as many jlpt practice tests as possible and study

with them in parallel. i dont like the list of kanji. i feel that i could have found this list on internet. if
i am buying a textbook, it is because i expect the authors to help me to remember the kanji, for
example by sorting them by topic and showing them in context through illustrations like the so-

matome textbook does. moreover, i hate the sorting by alphabetical order. what you dont get is an
explanation of the grammar: what it actually means, when it is used, what nuance it brings and so
on. usually, the example sentences are enough to understand the meaning of the grammar, but
sometimes, you might feel a little lonely with your textbook. for example, some grammar might
seem similar, and you would like someone to tell you how they differ. if you use the so-matome,

you should be ready to check online to get more information about a particular grammar or use a
grammar dictionary.
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easy to view powerpoint format note presentations on your iphone from your iphone, ipad or ipad
mini. use the free itranslator or quick translator apps to instantly translate powerpoint slides into
your language. or, download powerpoint for free and create your own presentations. to use the

kindle reading app on your iphone, ipad, or ipad mini, connect it to the internet, turn on the kindle,
and then tap to activate. you will then be presented with a menu that allows you to select the
language of the book you'd like to read. my overall impression is a bit positive: if you are more

interested in japanese than in memorizing vocabulary, this textbook suits you well. if you are more
interested in the grammatical aspects, probably not. so-matome is designed to help the learner

memorize vocabulary. and they do it well. in the vocabulary section, they introduce a small list of
words in a short sentence or a phrase. in the grammar section, they sort the words by topics and
present them in the context in which they appear. the book is also richly illustrated, with images

for both japanese and kanji. i just hate the order in which the words are introduced, and the
quality of the images in so-matome (hint: they're completely worthless). the book also covers the

structure of the kanji in the order they are listed in the dictionary. this can be useful for people
that are looking for the absolute perfect order in which to study the kanji. anyway, that's an

advanced usage. at the end of the book, you have the list of kanji and their pronunciation. this can
be useful for people that are studying japanese for the first time, or for people that want to get a

better grasp of the structure of the kanji. however, it's not necessary to study the list before
reading the grammar section. you can skip it. 5ec8ef588b
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